LITTLE   GIRL   FROM   NOWHERE
clothes cwere still in the boxes; they are not needed5. Those 2000
Spanish children, when he travelled with them, could only talk
of one thing —pan bianco, white bread, and the joy of eating it
again. When he told 'black-haired Reuben, aged thirteen',
'There is a good breakfast waiting for you when you leave the ship
and arrive at the camp, porridge, bread and butter, and . . .',
Reuben 'held his tummy, smiled', and said, 'We cannot eat now.
We have eaten too much.'
This foreign-compassion-emigration-and-foreign-succour busi-
ness is being worked by the Jews in exactly the same spirit as, in
the times of their power and prosperity, they use their position in
business and the professions — to squeeze out the non-Jews. Even
in adversity, the spirit of racial antagonism drives them. They
cannot help it, it is in them, they work like bees to get the best for
their own people. If the non-Jews allow it, they are to blame. But
it is monstrously unjust to the non-Jews who are in want and
distress.
I was depressed, when I was in Czechoslovakia after the dis-
memberment, by the way this process worked. There was only
one fair method to, distribute foreign compassion, emigration
facilities and financial help — to apportion it among the refugees
in proportion to their numbers, the degree of their want, and the
danger in which they stood. That did not happen. The intensive
collaboration of the JeWs, the unremitting siege which they began
of all men who might in any way conceivably promote their
cause — foreign diplomats, foreign newspaper: men, benevolent
foreign visitors, foreign philanthropic and relief organizations —
and the manner in which they painted the picture blacker than
it was and succeeded in monopolizing the foreign Press for their
side of the problem, all enabled them to gain for themselves far
too large a share of foreign compassion, of facilities for emigrating
abroad, of foreign financial help.
In Prague a young non-Jewish refugee, who saw no hope of
ever getting away, said bitterly to me: clf I were a Jew I should
have been out of this long ago.' I could not challenge'himi I
knew this to be true in very many cases.

